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• How does it work?
• What it can/cannot do?
• What should I budget for it?
• How can I control the cost? 
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Pollution

Cost overruns

Project delays

More effective risk management
• Informed budgeting
• Improved performance 
• Cost control
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1. Sediment Control: Process Basics & Cost Breakdown (6-8)

2. EXERCISE - Selecting the Water Treatment Contractor (9-16)

3. What Can Be Done in Project Planning Stage? (17-20)

4. What Can Be Done in Project Execution Stage? (21-22)
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Chemical injection (or EC) 
CO2 /NaOH, coagulant, 

flocculent

Settling 
tanks/clarifiers

Filtration

The Goal

Sediment Control: Typical Treatment Steps
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Site Run-off
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Sediment Control: Cost Breakdown
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EXERCISE - Selecting the 
Water Treatment Contractor



● 250 GPM Treatment Flow Rate

● Minimum Discharge Water Quality: 

“The ESC Bylaw specifies that no site can discharge water above 75 mg/L 
total suspended solids (TSS). TSS must be tested independently in a lab, 
but the turbidity (cloudiness) of the water can be monitored in the field 
using a hand-held turbidity meter. A sample measuring greater than 60 
nephelometric turbidity units (NTU) is usually the trigger point where 
the sample must also be sent to the lab for analysis.”

9
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RFQ: 4 Bids 

Supplie
r A

Supplier B Supplier C

Supplier D

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________
___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________
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Bid Review: Equipment Rental 
Supplier A Supplier B Supplier C Supplier D

Equipment rental: chemical + settling

Equipment rental: filtration

NTU only

pH only

pH + NTU

$2,700

$600

$3,300

$2,000

$400

$2,500

$3,000

$400

$3,400$2,000

$2,000not quoted not quoted not quoted

_

_
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Winner is What “Appears” to Be Low Bid 
Supplier B Supplier C Supplier D

Equipment rental: chemical + settling

Equipment rental: filtration

NTU only

pH only

pH + NTU

$2,700

$600

$3,300

$2,000

$400

$2,500

$3,000

$400

$3,400$2,000

$2,000not quoted not quoted not quoted

_

_

Supplier A
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Hydraulic residence time (τ) = volume/flow rate
2 hours

What About Technical Specs? 

Supplier A

Supplier B

Supplier C

Supplier D

τ : 48 min

τ : 72 min

τ : 68 min

τ : ……
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Bid Review: Chemicals & Labour
Supplier A Supplier B Supplier C Supplier D

Chemicals: everyone quoted unit rates & “as required”

Labour

Coagulant

Flocculent

CO2

1 kg chitosan 

belt @ $450 ea.
Gelfloc belt 

@ $300 ea., size?
$600/drum

2 lbs chemistry 

sock XS5 $350 ea.

$1,000/drum

$400/170L $390/170L $300/160L $500/quantity?

Time and 

materials, $85/h

$500/monthly 

package, frequency?
Time & materials, 

no rate quoted
$300 once per 

week and $90/h
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Bid Review: Chemicals & Labour
Supplier A Supplier B Supplier C Supplier D

Chemicals: everyone quoted unit rates & “as required”

Service

Coagulant

Flocculent

CO2

1 kg chitosan 

belt @ $450 ea.
Gelfloc belt 

@ $300 ea., size?
$600/drum

2 lbs chemistry 

sock XS5 $350 ea.

$1,000/drum

$400/170L $390/170L $300/160L $500/Quantity?

Time and 

materials, $85/h

$500/monthly 

package, frequency?
Time & materials, 

no rate quoted
$300 once per 

week and $90/h
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Bid Review: Chemicals

• Different chemicals work differently: 

different pH, different dose rate => 

different cost in $/m3

• Dry vs liquid: consumption of dry 

flocculants can NOT be accurately 

projected and is often higher in $/m3

than liquid
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Chemicals Cost: Biggest “Mystery” 
in Sediment Control

Forecasted Actual Δ

Actual rainfall vs forecasted 
(m3, L, or gal): 

OUTSIDE OF YOUR CONTROL

Cost variation amongst 
providers ($/m3 or $/gal)

vs.

Chemical A Chemical B

1,000 m3 1,500 m3 1.5 x budget

$1.0/m3 $2.0/m3 2 x budget

$1.0/m3 $4.0/m3 4 x budget

17
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What Can Be Done in Planning Stage?

Equipment

1a. Have WTC sign off that the system is sized to handle 

specified flow rate (intake/discharge rate, 

hose/fitting/injection pump size, ...) or have them sign 

YOUR contract

OR

1b. Do not rely on the WTC design: ask to quote specific 

equipment configuration to compare “Apples to Apples.”

*Difficult to ask for a guarantee that the system will 
perform to the specs: expect counter-arguments such as 
weather, soils condition changes, sump design, etc.

Chemicals

1. Require an estimate in $/m3 from 

every supplier, even if it is a range; ask 

for the best and worst case scenarios

2. Budget for at least a flow meter 

w/data logging function or a real-time 

monitoring system



Cost in $/m3: Is it Too Much to Ask from 
a Water Treatment Contractor?

0.05 mL of chemical per 0.5 L of water = > 100 ppm $0.96/m3 or $960 to treat 1M liters
0.1 mL of chemical per 0.5 L of water   = > 200 ppm $1.92/m3 or $1,920 to treat 1M liters

@10,000/275 gal tote

• In most cases, jar test takes only a few minutes and 
requires simple tools: a 1 L jar and a 1 mL syringe.



• Suppliers know the chemicals they use, their efficacy, 
limitations and safety better than their clients, so it’s a 
fair question

• Daily jar test log is a requirement in WA + additional 
tests whenever influent turbidity changes by >20% 
before any changes in the dose rates can be made. 

• In BC, there is no clear requirements around jar testing 
and dose rates, and “overdose” is very common 
resulting in wasted $$$ and compromised safety

Cost in $/m3: Is it Too Much to Ask from 
a Water Treatment Contractor?
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What Can Be Done in Execution Stage?

Equipment Chemicals
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Treatment 

System 

Discharge

Discharge to 

Environment or 

Storm Sewer

Storage Tanks or 

Sanitary Sewer

Clean

Dirty

New Tool: Automated, Real-Time
Discharge Monitoring & Control Systems
• Water quality
• Flow rate
• Volume
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What Can Be Done in Execution Stage?

Equipment Chemicals

1. Install remote, electronic monitoring system provided 

by an independent supplier at the discharge end of the 

treatment system. 

2. Receive factual & complete information about 

discharged water quality and volumes at your fingertips.

3. Keep track of your consumables usage vs volume in 

$/m3. Compare with the chemical consumption 

estimate quoted on a regular basis. 

Use a flowmeter to verify the system

can handle the specified flow rate, or 

a real-time, continuous monitoring 

system



THANK YOU!
elenar@flowlink.ca

778-839-2345

mailto:elenar@flowlink.ca

